Abstract-Driven by real-world applications such as fitness, wellbeing and healthcare, accelerometry-based activity recognition has been widely studied to provide context-awareness to future pervasive technologies. Accurate recognition and energy efficiency are key issues in enabling long-term and unobtrusive monitoring. While the majority of accelerometrybased activity recognition systems stream data to a central point for processing, some solutions process data locally on the sensor node to save energy. In this paper, we investigate the trade-offs between classification accuracy and energy efficiency by comparing on-and off-node schemes. An empirical energy model is presented and used to evaluate the energy efficiency of both systems, and a practical case study (monitoring the physical activities of office workers) is developed to evaluate the effect on classification accuracy. The results show a 40% energy saving can be obtained with a 13% reduction in classification accuracy, but this performance depends heavily on the wearer's activity.
INTRODUCTION
Society is witnessing an increase in chronic disease and age-related illnesses, and this is coupled with an increasing demand for cost-effective, yet high quality, healthcare. As a result, delivery models are changing radically from professional-centric systems to distributed networked systems [1] . Typical examples include systems gathering information on patients in their own homes [2] - [4] . A further trend is a transition from managing illness to maintaining wellness [5] , through monitoring daily activity to prevent obesity or encourage lifestyle change. In such applications, activity recognition systems can provide cost-effective, continuous and real-time monitoring of an individual's physical context. Accelerometry-based activity recognition systems typically consist of one or more sensor nodes mounted on the body, which communicate with a central point to form a body sensor network. Recent research has demonstrated the recognition of many physical activities, with systems using a single accelerometer providing cost effective solutions for recognizing simple activities [6] - [8] . Systems utilizing multiple sensors usually demonstrate greater accuracy, but are more costly, inconvenient and uncomfortable [9] . Furthermore, different sensor locations result in varying abilities to classify different activities. Co-recognition systems [10] allow recognition of both activity and sensor location, rendering the need for prior information on sensor placement redundant. Most existing research, such as that discussed above, has focused primarily on improving the classification performance of systems 'off-node', where sensor nodes make measurements and send data for processing and classification at a central point. As transmission is commonly regarded as the largest consumer of energy [11] , research has also considered moving some, or all, data processing tasks to the sensor nodes [12] . Such 'on-node' schemes can reduce the amount of data transmitted, and are thus typically assumed to be more energyefficient [13] . However, such simple analysis of the trade-offs between on-and off-node systems may not always be correct. On-node schemes make additional demands on the sensor node, such as computational processing, and these can be a significant consumer of energy. To date, a detailed investigation of these trade-offs has not been presented.
To address this shortcoming, in this paper we report on a detailed comparison between on-and off-node classification schemes, and evaluate the trade-offs between energy efficiency and classification performance. Section II provides a detailed discussion on the distinction between on-and off-node activity recognition schemes, while Section III presents an empirical energy model developed to jointly investigate the energy consumption of sensing, communication and data processing. Section IV describes a case study scenario of monitoring an office worker's daily physical activities. A practical implementation of this case study has been developed, and details are given of both the hardware and software algorithms. Our results in Section V show that, while on-node schemes can permit significantly lower energy consumption (we demonstrate a 40% reduction), the magnitude depends on the wearer's activities, and is at the expense of accuracy.
II. ON-AND OFF-NODE ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
Activity classification using accelerometers involves a number of stages, most of which are common among different implementations; illustrated in Fig. 1 . In general, after raw acceleration data are acquired from sensors, these are preprocessed (e.g. applying digital filtering and windowing) to improve later processing. One or more features (which can be obtained in the time-and/or frequency-domain) are then calculated. These features are subsequently used as inputs to a classification algorithm which maps data to a specific activity. Research efforts have proposed variations and extensions to this process, for example the use of a 'divide-and-conquer' strategy [9] , [13] . This strategy involves recognition of basic 'states' (e.g. sedentary or active states) at a low level, followed by detailed analysis of a specific activity (e.g. sitting, standing or walking) at a higher level. Such classification methods simplify recognition and enhance classification accuracy.
As highlighted above, data processing operations can be divided into a number of distinct tasks. Potentially, most tasks could be performed locally on the sensor node (on-node processing) or at the central sink node (off-node processing). The boundary between on-and off-node schemes is not unique, and could be drawn in many places (illustrated at the top of Fig. 1 ). For example, one on-node scheme could transmit features for classification off-line, while an alternative could perform classification on-node and simply transmit classified activities. In this paper, the distinction between on-and offnode schemes is as follows (illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1 ):
• Off-node classification: the sensor node acts as a data collector, acquiring and transmitting data at a fixed rate.
• On-node classification: the sensor node acquires and pre-processes data, obtains features, and classifies states, posture and activities on-node. Transmissions only occur when a different activity is classified. Data acquisition sample rates are dynamically reduced during sedentary postures (e.g. sitting/standing) and increased for dynamic activities (e.g. walking/running).
Dynamic sampling is possible with the on-node scheme because the node has information about the currently classified activity. While the central point in the off-node scheme could communicate this information back to the sensor node, this would require nodes to listen for packets (causing an additional energy cost and reducing the maximum sample rate). More significantly, the sensor node would need to perform local processing to identify when the sample rate subsequently needed to be increased. Hence, such a system becomes a hybrid scheme between the extremes considered here.
A trade-off typically exists between on-and off-node classification schemes. For example, off-node schemes are more computationally capable, yet require a lot of energy to transmit all raw data. On-node schemes compress transmitted data by locally generating features or even classifying activities. However, in addition to limited computation capability (e.g. limited memory, operations per second, access to floating point units) which can reduce accuracy, a trade-off is created between the energy required to process and transmit data, impacting on the overall energy-efficiency.
III. ENERGY MODELING
To investigate the effect of both on-and off-node schemes on energy efficiency, an energy consumption model is derived. This model is subsequently used to evaluate our case study (Section V) using empirically obtained parameter values.
(1)
Energy is considered to be consumed by three subsystems: sensing, processing and communication. The total energy consumed, , at time is given by (1), where , and are the energy consumed by the microcontroller, radio transceiver and sensor respectively. Each is detailed below.
A. Data Acquisition
The sensing subsystem consists of the accelerometer and ADC. In our scenario, the accelerometer is constantly powered while the ADC is active only during sampling. Therefore, its energy consumption is modeled by (2), where is the power consumption [W] of the accelerometer, and are the power consumption [W] of the ADC in active and sleep modes respectively, and represents the duty cycle of the ADC.
As the duty cycle of the ADC depends only on the sample rate [Hz], the duty cycle of off-node and on-node schemes can be expressed by (3) and (4) respectively:
where is the active time [s] of the ADC during each sample, is the sample rate [Hz] used when the current activity (which has a probability of occurring) has been classified as activity , and 1/ . Therefore, provided that sample rates used in the on-node scheme are always equal to or lower than the off-node scheme, the duty cycle/energy consumption will always be lower for the on-node scheme.
B. Radio Transceiver
The transceiver's energy consumption is modeled by (5), where and are mean power consumptions [W] of the radio transceiver in active and sleep modes respectively, and represents the duty cycle of the radio transceiver.
(5)
Similar to the above, the duty cycle of the radio transceiver in the off-node scheme is given by (6) , where is the average time [s] required to transmit one data sample, and 1 ⁄ .
The on-node scheme only transmits a classification result when it changes. Therefore, the transceiver's duty cycle, which is not related to the sample rate, is expressed by (7), where is the time [s] to transmit a data packet containing a classification result, is the average activity change rate [Hz] , and 1/ .
As acceleration data are captured at a higher sample rate in the off-node scheme, data transmission typically occurs several times per second resulting in a high . In the on-node scheme however, is determined by the rate of activity change , which is typically less than 0.01 Hz. Therefore, significant energy savings can be obtained using an on-node scheme. However, if the individual being monitored changes activity frequently, the energy consumed by the transceiver in the on-node scheme will approach the off-node scheme.
C. Data Processing
The total energy consumed by the microcontroller is expressed by (8) , where and are power consumptions [W] of the microcontroller in active and sleep modes respectively, and is the duty cycle of the microcontroller.
(8)
In the off-node scheme, the microprocessor is active only to transmit a predetermined number of samples. Therefore the duty cycle (9) is proportional to the sample rate , where is the average time [s] spent active for each sample (including time spent acquiring data from the ADC and controlling the transceiver during transmission), and 1/ .
In the on-node scheme, the microcontroller must be active to process and transmit data; its duty cycle is given by (10) , where is the time [s] taken to obtain features and perform classification when the current activity is activity . (10) From (10), it can be seen that the duty cycle is formed of two parts: that required for data transmission (equivalent to (7)), and that required for data processing (similar to (4)). Due to the greater computational load, is typically 5-15x times greater than (illustrated in the case study in the next section). Although the on-node scheme's sample rate varies, ∑ is always greater than , hence the microcontroller consumes more energy in the on-node scheme than the off-node scheme.
D. Discussion
If we ignore the (usually negligible) energy consumed in sleep modes, the overall consumption of the off-and on-node schemes can be simplified to (11) and (12) The energy consumption of the off-node scheme is varied only by the sample rate, while the on-node scheme is dependent on , and -i.e. rendering it heavily dependent on the individual's activities. To further investigate the energy consumption of the two schemes, and to evaluate their effect on classification accuracy, the next section presents a case study. The results (Section V) presented from the case study utilize the energy model presented here, using empirically obtained parameters for power consumptions and active times. 
IV. CASE STUDY: OFFICE WORKER WELLBEING
Office workers are prone to obesity [14] , creating a motivation for unobtrusive and easy-to-use systems for realtime activity recognition. For an office worker who spends many hours sitting in a chair, it is beneficial to classify and calculate the length of time which they are sedentary, to help avoid leading a sedentary lifestyle. In our case study, a typical office scenario is chosen, and a single body-worn accelerometer used to classify postures and activities. The classified states and activities include sedentary states (standing or resting -e.g. sitting or lying), and dynamic states (walking, using stairs, or other 'dynamic' activities). Walking is considered a 'lifestyle exercise' and, as a relatively simple lifestyle change to make, and through information on duration and step rate, wearers can gain useful lifestyle information.
The sensor nodes were developed using the Texas Instruments eZ430-RF2500 development tool, containing a low-power MSP430 microcontroller and 2.4-GHz wireless transceiver. The microcontroller has a variable clock and lowpower sleep modes, enabling power consumption to be minimized. The node is constrained by processing speed, limited on-chip RAM (1 KB) and lack of floating-point unit. Acceleration data are sampled via a 10-bit ADC that can be operated while the microcontroller is in a sleep state. Acceleration data were sampled using a triaxial accelerometer (Analog Devices ADXL335) with a measurement range of ±3 'g' (where 'g' = 9.81 ms -2 ). Data are transmitted wirelessly using the SimpliciTI communication protocol, and are received by the sink node. After it is powered on, the sink waits for a sensor node to join the network, and then listens for packets. The sensor is attached to the front of the subject's thigh.
A. Classification Algorithm
Although on-node classification is constrained by limited on-chip resources, it shares the same classification algorithm with the off-node scheme. We developed a threshold-based classification algorithm, based on Mathie's framework [15] , which exploits knowledge on the activities to be classified using a hierarchical binary decision tree. The tree used to implement the process illustrated by Fig. 1 , is shown in Fig. 2. 
1) State Recognition:
The first step is to determine whether the activity is sedentary or active. Active states are defined as extended or repetitive activities, e.g. walking or climbing stairs, while minor, short or slow activities such as changing position in a chair or transients from sitting to standing are ignored. The signal magnitude area (SMA) feature [15] is widely used to distinguish between sedentary and active states, but requires computationally expensive filtering to remove gravitational components in each axis. Furthermore, the gravitational components cannot be completely removed as they partially overlap with the frequencies of human movement (0-20 Hz). In this research, a feature is used which sums the absolute difference between each two consecutive acceleration samples in each axis every second (13), where is the window length [samples] set such that it represents 1 s of data, i.e. (constrained due to memory limitations). Our experiments indicated this is a good indication of state, and is effective in our scenario as most activities are 'powered' by the thigh. An appropriate threshold value for is experimentally determined such that, when is above it for at least 3 s, the preceding period is considered to represent an active state. (13) 2) Classifying Sedentary Postures: A distinction between standing and resting is made by considering the tilt angle between the thigh (y-axis) and the vertical (14) [13] , [15] .
arccos (14) 3) Classifying Dynamic Activities: Once a state is considered active, dynamic activities are considered. Due to their periodicity, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed over a window of y-axis acceleration data to identify the associated frequency components. The y-axis is used as it was found to best identify the use of stairs when compared to xand z-axes. To further distinguish stairs from walking, a threshold is applied to the variance of the acceleration data. Due to RAM limitations and a lack of on-board floating point unit, fixed point computation is used for both filtering and FFT calculation, reducing the accuracy of the on-node scheme.
4) Adaptive Data Acquisition:
In our on-node scheme, we exploited the fact that people typically spend less than 15% of their time performing dynamic activities [16] by implementing adaptive data acquisition. By thresholding , the sample rate remains low (10 Hz) for the majority of the time, only increasing (40 Hz) during dynamic activities.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results were obtained from the case study detailed in the previous section. The test subject was asked to repeat a sequence of activities, defined in Table I , three times. These were chosen to mimic common activities found in an office environment. Acceleration data and classification results were wirelessly transmitted in real-time to a sink node connected to a laptop. The laptop displayed acceleration data and classification results (both calculated on-node and off-node in MATLAB). The software also allowed an 'annotator' to follow the test subject and manually annotate the data with ground truth changes in context. Start and end flags were manually added to the data to allow time synchronization. A. Classification Accuracy Fig. 3 shows the acceleration data and classification results (on-node, off-node and ground truth) for one of the three obtained activity sequences. Acceleration in the y-axis (along the thigh) is shown, as it is used in classifying all activities. To evaluate the results, the ground truth is compared with classified activities. For every second where the ground truth matches the classified activity, a correct outcome is recorded (and vice-versa). Classification accuracy was calculated as the fraction of time in which activities were correctly classified. Tables II and III show confusion matrices for both off-node and on-node classification schemes. The results obtained reveal the ability of the system to distinguish between sedentary postures and dynamic activities and to recognize sitting and standing with a high degree of accuracy. The ability to classify walking was somewhat lower, though acceptable results were produced for both on-(88%) and off-node (80%) schemes. The ability of the system to classify the use of stairs showed a considerable difference between off-and on-node schemes, with the on-node scheme performing significantly worse (48% rather than 83%). The classification of dynamic activities, including walking and using stairs, performed worse on-than off-node due to the less accurate FFT (Section IV). It should be noted however that the purpose of the case study is not to suggest a novel algorithm for classification, rather to compare off-and on-node schemes. Clearly improvements are required in classifying the use of stairs, for example by using an additional accelerometer at a different location on the body.
B. Energy Consumption
The energy model (Section III) was used to evaluate the energy consumption of both schemes, using parameters obtained from empirical measurements and datasheets. This enabled a single node to collect data which performed both onand off-node classification, with the energy consumption calculated afterwards. In-situ energy measurement would have required two nodes with power monitoring circuitry to be worn by the subject, making the setup more cumbersome (impeding normal movement) and non-identical sensor placement (hence classifying activities based upon different acceleration data).
To validate our energy model, the power consumption of a sensor node running the off-node scheme was measured. Data were obtained using an Agilent N6705B DC Power Analyzer, allowing accurate seamless measurement of both sleep and active currents, and analysis of the results. Table I ) performed according to the ground truth. The off-node setup (where current consumption is independent of the wearer's activities), consumes >1mA (data processing and communication tasks) for only 1.7% of the time. Communication tasks are represented by the 0.7% of time that the node consumes >20mA). Comparing this with the onnode sedentary setup, the node consumes >1 mA for only 0.013% of the time -an order of magnitude lower than the offnode scheme. Furthermore, as the node never transmits, the maximum consumption is only 3 mA. The on-node sedentary and active setup is a more typical example, where the node is classifying both sedentary and dynamic activities during the 30 s period. The benefits of the on-node scheme can clearly be seen as it spends only 0.3% of the time consuming >1 mA. Using our energy model, the energy consumed by the nodes in our case study was calculated for both on-and off-node schemes; Table IV . On-node classification has reduced energy consumption by 40% scheme, and it can be seen that it consumed more energy processing data, yet made greater savings through reduced communication (only transmitting activity changes) and data acquisition (adaptive sampling). Comparing accuracy and energy results, the on-node scheme reduced consumption by 40% while reducing accuracy by 13%. Reduced accuracy particularly affected classification of stair use, a non-trivial task using a single accelerometer. Energy consumption is highly dependent on the activity performed. If the wearer stays in an active state, the on-node scheme may consume more energy than off-node through increased data processing. Likewise, if the wearer changes activity very often, energy consumed through communication would be significantly increased. However, in most cases, the energy consumed for the on-node scheme will be much lower. Over a longer experiment, average consumption would likely be much lower as people typically spend >85% of their time in sedentary states [17] , as opposed to 28% in our case study.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated the trade-offs between classification accuracy and energy efficiency of on-and offnode activity recognition schemes. An experimentally validated energy model was developed to illustrate and analyze energy consumption. A case study is considered to evaluate the schemes, and a practical system developed. The results show the on-node scheme is as accurate as off-node for classifying sedentary postures, but less accurate for dynamic activities due to hardware limitations. A 13% reduction in accuracy permitted a 40% reduction in energy consumption; but, such results are shown to depend heavily on the wearer's activity. 
